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Abstract—Low-complexity linear precoders are known to be
close-to-optimal for massive multi-input multi-output (M-MIMO)
systems. However, the large number of antennas at the trans-
mitter imposes high computational burdens and high hardware
overloads. In line with the above, in this paper we propose
a low complexity antenna selection (AS) scheme which selects
the antennas that maximize constructive interference between
the users. Our analyses show that the proposed AS algorithm,
in combination with a simple matched filter (MF) precoder at
the transmitter, is able to achieve better performances than
systems equipped with a more complex channel inversion (CI)
precoder and computationally expensive AS techniques. First,
we give an analytical definition of constructive and destructive
interference, based on the phase of the received signals from
phase-shifted-keying (PSK) modulated transmissions. Then, we
introduce the proposed antenna selection algorithm, which identi-
fies the antenna subset with the highest constructive interference,
maximizing the power received by the user. In our studies, we
derive the computational burden of the proposed technique with
a rigorous and thorough analysis and we identify a closed form
expression of the upper bound received power at the user side. In
addition, we evaluate in detail the power benefits of the proposed
transmission scheme by defining an efficiency metric based on the
achieved throughput. The results presented in this paper prove
that antenna selection and green radio concepts can be jointly
used for power efficient M-MIMO, as they lead to significant
power savings and complexity reductions.
Index Terms—Massive MIMO, Multiuser MIMO, Antenna
selection, Interference optimization
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-User MIMO (MU-MIMO) has experienced an in-
creasing interest in research over the past years [1]. The
MU-MIMO scenario defines a system where a base station
(BS), equipped with an antenna array, communicates with a
population of mobile stations (MS) or users, each equipped
with a single or a multiple antenna. In the first MU-MIMO
approaches, the number of antennas at the BS was equal
to the population of MSs [2], proving to be a non-scalable
technology. The recent emergence of massive MIMO (M-
MIMO) [3], [4] systems shows that very large arrays at the
BS can bring significant throughput benefits.
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In Massive MIMO technology, the number of radiating
elements can increase up to few hundreds, performing secure,
robust and energy-efficient communications [2]1. Arrays in M-
MIMO can have many different configurations and geometries,
such as cylindrical or uniform linear (ULA) arrays, and are
preferably characterized by small active units [2] to respect
cost and space constraints. In addition, recent works [5],
[6] have investigated the possibility of exploiting transmit
mutual coupling at the base station, allowing the dimensions
of antenna arrays in fixed physical spaces to further increase.
Massive systems are characterized by higher capacities, thanks
to higher degrees of freedom, and increased radiated energy
efficiency, led by beamforming gains. In addition to this,
simple linear precoding techniques such as MF precoding have
been proved to be optimal in a M-MIMO system [7], [8] when
the number of antennas at the BS tends to infinity, because the
interference between users disappears.
The use of very large arrays leads to an increased hard-
ware complexity in terms of radio-frequency (RF) chains. In
fact, each antenna element at the base station is connected
to a single RF chain, characterized by amplifier, analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) and mixers. These elements make RF
chains generally expensive and particularly power demanding.
Specifically, RF chains are accountable for 50-80% of the
total transceiving power consumption [9]. As a consequence,
antenna selection can be seen as an interesting approach to
tackle the inherent hardware complexity of M-MIMO and, at
the same time, exploit the higher degrees of freedom provided
by the excess of antennas at the base station.
Antenna selection in conventional MIMO system has been
a key topic of research in the past years [10], [11], showing
the benefits in terms of power efficiency and performances of
the use of a subset of antennas in transmission or reception
[12]. In particular, the authors in [13] introduced a complexity-
efficient AS algorithm that aims to maximize the spectral
efficiency by minimizing the losses caused by reducing the
transmitting antennas, in contrast with previous techniques
based on exhaustive search [14]. The norm based AS algorithm
in [15] proved the benefits of selecting the antenna subset
that maximizes the channel path gains, but its approach,
based on an exhaustive search over all the possible subset
configurations, becomes computationally demanding for high
1The number of radiating elements at the base station could further increase
when considering mm-wave communications. In fact, the shorter wavelengths
deriving from the use of these frequencies allow the design of very high
dimensional arrays in limited physical spaces. However, the high values of
free space attenuation experienced at these frequencies lead to the necessity
of high beamforming gains, which are strongly affected by antenna selection.
2dimensional MIMO operations. The same authors showed in
[16] that antenna selection can maximize the received signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) for low dimensional MIMO systems with
maximal ratio combining (MRC) detection. Additionally, the
algorithm in [17] optimizes the error rate at the receiver
for a system that employs a maximum likelihood decoder,
showing significant benefits in terms of performances at the
cost of high computational complexity. Finally, [18] proved
that AS algorithms performed over the eigenvalues of the
channel correlation matrix can improve the error rate of a
MU-MIMO system, when a small number of extra antennas
is considered at the transmitter. These works, among many
others, proved that AS can reduce the RF complexity at
the transmitter/receiver. However, their computational costs
increase together with the system size, limiting their direct
applicability in multiuser M-MIMO scenarios. Toward this
end, recent works are studying the energy efficiency benefits
offered by antenna selection for large scale MIMO systems
[19]–[21]. More specifically, the study in [22] proposes an
energy efficiency approach toward antenna selection, but the
energy costs caused by the algorithms are not included in the
analysis. In addition, the authors in [23] analyze the effects of
antenna selection with a random approach, while [24] proposes
an antenna selection algorithm based on Convex Optimization
for a massively distributed antenna system.
This paper studies a novel low-complexity antenna selection
algorithm that exploits the benefits of constructive interference
[25]–[29] in a multiuser M-MIMO scenario. In fact, the inter-
ference between the links of a MIMO system can be beneficial
for the transmission and improve the performances in terms
of signal detection by increasing the power of the desired
signal. Since interference is data dependent, the transmitter
is able to predict the co-channel interference (CCI) and can
use this knowledge to influence it and benefit from it. More
specifically, early works in [25], [26] focused on zeroing
the destructive component of interference, defined according
to the correlation between the substreams of a MIMO PSK
modulated transmission. Results in [27] instead, showed that
the transmitted signal can be effectively precoded in order
to rotate the destructive component of interference, hence
aligning the interfering transmissions to the desired signal.
The developed algorithm makes full use of the high antenna
diversity offered by massive arrays and selects the subset
that optimizes inter channel interference (ICI), reducing the
number of RF chains required for transmission and increasing
the energy efficiency of the system with a favorable trade-off
between performance and complexity. The proposed technique
is characterized by a reduced digital signal processing (DSP)
complexity, having overall computational burdens that are even
lower than the ones of a full M-MIMO system with CI or a
simple MF.
Here we list the contributions of the paper:
• We introduce a novel and low-complexity antenna selec-
tion algorithm for multiuser M-MIMO scenarios based
on the concept of constructive interference;
• We analytically study the computational complexity of
the proposed transceiver scheme in comparison with
previous approaches;
• We analytically derive the upper bound of the received
signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR) for each
user, for the proposed AS algorithm;
• We analyze the performances obtained by the proposed
technique in terms of symbol error rate (SER) and a novel
energy efficiency metric that combines throughput with
system power requirements.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the system model used throughout this work,
Section III describes the selection algorithms used in the paper,
the proposed AS technique is described in Section IV and
Section V presents the computational complexity study of the
proposed technique in opposition to previous works. In Section
VI we derive a closed form expression of the upper-bound of
the received SINR for each user. Section VII is dedicated to a
study of the performances obtained with the proposed system
and finally, Section VIII summarizes the contributions of the
paper.
Notation: We use the following notation throughout the
paper. Upper case boldfaced letters identify matrices (i.e. X),
lower case boldfaced letters are used for vectors (i.e. x), vector
subindices are used to identify the rows of a matrix (i.e. xm
is the m-th row of X), tr[·] represents the trace of a matrix,
superscripts (·)H and (·)∗ stand respectively for Hermitian
transpose and complex conjugate.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In our studies, we consider the downlink transmission of a
multiuser scenario where the BS uses a very large array of N
antennas to communicate with K single antenna users. The
signals received by the K users can be represented through a
K × 1 vector y, defined analytically as:
y = HHGu + n (1)
where H identifies the CN×K channel matrix, G represents
the CN×K precoding matrix, u stands for the K × 1 vector
that collects the desired symbols to transmit to each user and,
finally, n is the CK×1 zero mean additive white Gaussian noise
vector, i.e. n ∼ CN (0, σ2). The entries hn,k of the channel
matrix H represent the path gains between the n-th antenna
of the BS and the k-th user, generally modeled in M-MIMO
as follows [4]
hn,k = tn,k
√
βk (2)
where tn,k identifies the complex small scale fading experi-
enced between the n-th antenna and the k-th user and βk repre-
sents the real large scale fading coefficient of the k-th user. For
our studies, we consider a simple single cell scenario where the
channel entries are modeled as independent Rayleigh fading,
i.e. hn,k are zero mean i.i.d. complex Gaussian variables [30].
Throughout the paper, we analyze the performances with
two different linear precoding techniques: channel inversion
(CI) and matched filter (MF). The choice of linear precoding
techniques is supported by the results of previous works [7],
[8], which proved the asymptotic optimality of matched filter
in M-MIMO, in contrast with computationally more expensive
non-linear techniques.
3A. Channel Inversion
Channel inversion is a simple linear precoding zero forcing
technique that has been extensively studied in the past [31],
[32]. The precoding matrix is obtained through the following
optimization problem:
FCI = arg min
F
{|HHFu− u|2} (3)
whose solution is obtained when HHF = IK . Hence the
precoding matrix GCI is defined as the Moore-Penrose pseu-
doinverse of the channel H
GCI = γCIFCI = γCIH(H
HH)−1 (4)
where γ
CI
=
√
1/tr[(HHH)
−1
] is the scaling factor [5],
necessary to ensure that the transmitted signal x respects
power constraints, E
{||x||2} = 1, with E {·} being the
expectation operator.
B. Matched Filter
The matched filter, is a precoding techniques that aims to
maximize the received SNR at the user side by solving the
following optimization problem [31]
FMF = arg max
F
{
E
{|uHy|}
σ2
}
(5)
whose solution can be identified in the Hermitian of the
channel matrix H, hence leading to
GMF = γMFFMF = γMFH (6)
where γ
MF
is the scaling factor for the matched filter, defined
analytically as [33]
γ
MF
=
1√
tr[(HHH)]
. (7)
III. TRANSMIT ANTENNA SELECTION: BENCHMARK
TECHNIQUES
In the following section, we describe the antenna selection
techniques used throughout the paper. In order to compare the
proposed transmitter scheme with the existing antenna selec-
tion techniques for multiuser MIMO found in literature, we
consider a SNR maximization selection [15], [16], a capacity
maximization technique [13] and a low complexity selection
over the minimum eigenvalue [18]. The SNR approach has
been selected because of its low computational complexity
in comparison with other techniques of the literature, which
is a crucial element in M-MIMO environments for the high
dimensionality of the systems involved. In addition, the eigen-
value and capacity selection allow us to compare the proposed
technique with near optimal AS algorithms in terms of spectral
efficiency.
Algorithm 1 Capacity Maximization
Input: H , SNR, Ns
Output: H˜
• A := H
• B :=
(
IK + SNR ·AHA
)−1
• for n = 1→ N −Ns
– [δ1, ..., δN−n]
T
= ABAH
– ∆n = arg min {δ1, ..., δN−n}
– N = {∆1,∆2, ...,∆n}
– B := B + BaH∆n
(
SNR−1 − a∆nBaH∆n
)−1
a∆nB
– A := [am]m/∈N
• end
• H˜ = [hm]m/∈N
A. SNR Maximization Antenna Selection (SM)
We define as SNR Maximization (SM), the antenna selec-
tion criterion based on the channel gain. The SM approach
is a simple selection criterion based on [15], [16] that aims
to identify the subset of antennas characterized by the highest
channel gains with a suboptimal approach. The criterion can
be analytically defined as follows
M = arg max
Ns
{|h1|2, ..., |hN |2} (8)
where max
Ns
identifies the Ns highest values of the argument,
M is the antennas index subset obtained by the selection and
Ns = |M| is the subset size.
B. Capacity Maximization Antenna Selection (CM)
The CM algorithm was introduced by [13] and identifies
the antenna subset that minimizes the capacity losses caused
by a system that uses only Ns out of N antennas. We define
the capacity in downlink for a multiuser system as
E = log2
[
det
(
IK + SNR ·HHPH
)]
(9)
where IK is a K × K identity matrix and P is a N × N
diagonal matrix whose non-null entries pn,n = 1 represent
the transmitted power assigned to each radiating element,
here considered all equal and unitary. The deactivation of
transmitting antennas in a multiuser MIMO system leads to
losses in the maximum achievable capacity. The loss El that
occurs after the l-th antenna deactivation can be described
analytically [13] by the following equation
El = log2
[
1 + SNR · hl
(
IK + SNR ·HHH
)−1
hHl
]
= log2 [1 + SNR · δl] .
(10)
where δl = hl
(
IK + SNR ·HHH
)−1
hHl is the selection
metric used to minimize the loss El.
The index ∆n of the antenna to deactivate can be identified
via the following criterion
∆n = arg min {δ1, ..., δl, ...δN} . (11)
It follows that the CM algorithm has to be applied in a
recursive manner, described analytically in Algorithm 1, where
N represents the subset of deactivated antennas.
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Input: H, Ns
Output: H˜
• for n = 1→ N −Ns
– for l = 1→ N − n
∗ R(l) = HHl Hl
∗ λlmin = min λ˜
{
R(l)
}
– end
– Λn = arg max
{
λ1min, λ
2
min, ..., λ
N−n
min
}
– N = {Λ1,Λ2, ...,Λn}
• end
• H˜ = [hm]m/∈N
C. Minimum Eigenvalue Maximization Antenna Selection
(MEM)
The MEM algorithm represents a low complexity applica-
tion of the technique introduced by [18]. The antenna selection
presented in [18] is based on an exhaustive search of the
antenna subset that leads to a maximization of minimum
eigenvalue
λmin = min λ˜
{
HHH
}
(12)
where λ˜ represents the operation necessary to obtain the
eigenvalues of its argument. This approach is particularly
demanding for MIMO systems in terms of computational
power and becomes rapidly prohibitive as the number of
users and antenna elements at the BS increases. As a con-
sequence, direct applications of [18] in M-MIMO are not
viable, because of the high number of iterations they require.
In order to perform a selection over the minimum eigenvalue
λmin we propose a decremental application of the algorithm,
following the work in [34], where the number of antennas
at the transmitter is gradually decreased. At each iteration,
the algorithm identifies the antenna whose deactivation brings
to the intermediate subset with the highest λmin, as defined
analytically in Algorithm 2.
IV. PROPOSED CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE
MAXIMIZATION ANTENNA SELECTION (CIM)
The proposed scheme combines a low-complexity MF and
AS to optimize the constructive interference at the receiver
side. For a generic MF precoder, the received signal y0 in a
system without noise can be defined as
y0 = γMFRu (13)
where R =
(
HHH
)
is the channel cross-correlation matrix.
Hence, the received signal at the k-th user yk can be defined
as
yk = ρk,kuk + ICIk (14)
ICIk =
K∑
i=1,i6=k
ρk,iui (15)
where ICIK represents the interference experienced by the
k-th user and ρk,i is used to identify the the k-th element of
the i-th column of R.
Algorithm 3 Constructive Interference Maximization for
BPSK
Input: H, u, Ns
Output: H˜
• for n = 1→ N
– Rn = hHn hn
– [φ1, ..., φk, ..., φK ]
T
= Re [(Rn − diag {Rn}) u]◦u
– ψn = min {φ1, ..., φk, ..., φK}
• end
• M = arg max
Ns
{ψ1, ..., ψn, ..., ψN}
• H˜ = [hm]m∈M
Following the work in [25], we can easily differentiate
interference as constructive and destructive when signals are
modulated with a phase-shift keying approach (PSK)2. We first
consider a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal, leading
to the following definitions of constructive and destructive ICI
sets (C and D) for the k-th user
C : {i|sign(uk) = sign (Re [ρk,iui])} (16)
D : {i|sign(uk) 6= sign (Re [ρk,iui])} (17)
where sign(·) and Re[·] identify the sign and the real part of
the argument respectively. From (16) and (17), we can identify
the constructive and destructive interference components for
the k-th desired symbols as
CICIk =
∑
i∈C
ρk,iui (18)
DICIk =
∑
i∈D
ρk,iui. (19)
The conditions for constructive and destructive ICI, ex-
pressed in (16) and (17), can be similarly defined for higher
order PSK modulations [26].
In particular, we can describe the conditions for constructive
interference, with QPSK modulation, as a bi-dimensional
version of (16) and (17). In fact, interference for QPSK mod-
ulation requires both real and imaginary part of the received
signal. In formulas:
C : {i| sign(Re[uk]) = sign (Re [ρk,iui])
∩ sign(Im[uk]) = sign (Im [ρk,iui])}
(20)
D : {i| sign(Re[uk]) 6= sign (Re [ρk,iui])
∪ sign(Im[uk]) 6= sign (Im [ρk,iui])}.
(21)
Note that the aforementioned conditions for C and D need to
be jointly satisfied in order to have constructive or destructive
interference, respectively.
2As previously stated, the metric used to differentiate between constructive
and destructive interference introduced in [25] is based on the assumption
of PSK signaling. However, a similar metric can be applied over the outer
constellation points of a quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) signal
and to the whole constellation by use of adaptive decision thresholds to
accommodate constructive interference.
5Finally, we derive the constructive interference conditions
for 8-PSK modulations through geometrical considerations
[26]
C : {i| (
√
2− 1)Re
[
ρk,iui
uk
]
≤ Im
[
ρk,iui
uk
]
∩ Im
[
ρk,iui
uk
]
≤
[
1
(
√
2− 1)
]
Re
[
ρk,iui
uk
]
}.
(22)
Since a definition similar to (22) for the destructive inter-
ference set D is complex, it can be easily identified through
a simple operation between sets, as
D : N − C (23)
where N is used to identify the full set of interference
components. As shown in (22), the conditions for constructive
interference become more complex for high order PSK mod-
ulations. However, the proposed technique is mostly suitable
for high interference scenarios, where current standards make
use of low order modulations, as BPSK/QPSK, to guarantee
acceptable error rates.
In order to exploit the constructive interference energy, we
select the antenna subset that, within a channel realization, is
characterized by the highest value of the minimum construc-
tive interference. A straightforward application of the antenna
selection would require to compute CICIk for each user k and
select the minimum value for each of all the possible combi-
nations of a subset of size Ns. This simple approach becomes
computationally prohibitive for systems with a high number
of antennas and users, leading to
(
N
Ns
)
= N !Ns!(N−Ns)! possible
subset combinations. The approach to antenna selection can
be simplified thanks to matrix algebra, by using the property
HHH =
N∑
i=1
hHi hi =
N∑
i=1
Ri, (24)
where Ri is defined as the i-th antenna cross-correlation.
A symbol by symbol control of ICI is computationally pro-
hibitive for highly populated scenarios, because it would
require to compute the condition (16) K2−K times. In order
to maintain a low computational complexity, we define a new
parameter ψn that defines the interference related to the n-th
antenna for a BPSK modulated signal
ψn = min
Re [uk]Re
 K∑
i=1,i6=k
ρ
(n)
k,i ui
 ,∀k

= min
{
φ
(n)
k ,∀k
} (25)
where φ(n)k = Re [uk]Re
[∑K
i=1,i6=k ρ
(n)
k,i ui
]
is the decision
metric for the n-th antenna and ρ(n) is used to identify the
elements of Rn. Hence, the algorithm computes the ψn for
all the N available antennas, and selects the Ns antennas that
correspond to the highest values. More specifically, the subset
of selected antennas M can be defined as follows:
M = argmax
Ns
min
Re [uk]Re
 K∑
i=1,i 6=k
ρ
(n)
k,i ui
 , ∀k
 , ∀n

= argmax
Ns
{
min
{
φ
(n)
k ,∀k
}
, ∀n
}
(26)
Algorithm 4 Constructive Interference Maximization for
QPSK
Input: H, u, Ns
Output: H˜
• for n = 1→ N
– Rn = hHn hn
– t = (Rn − diag {Rn}) u
– [φ1, ..., φK ]
T
= Re [u] ◦Re [t] + Im [u] ◦ Im [t]
– ψn = min {φ1, ..., φk, ..., φK}
• end
• M = arg max
Ns
{ψ1, ..., ψn, ..., ψN}
• H˜ = [hm]m∈M
The selection technique is described analytically in Algo-
rithm 3, where ◦ is used to identify the Hadamard product.
As previously shown, constructive interference can also
be used to enhance the received SNR of higher order PSK
modulated transmissions. Considering the conditions described
in Eq. (20), we can define a new selection metric for QPSK
modulation as
φk,QPSK = Re [(Rn − diag {Rn})u] ◦Re [u] +
Im [(Rn − diag {Rn})u] ◦ Im [u]
(27)
and the selected antennas MQPSK as
MQPSK = arg max
Ns
{
min
{
φ
(n)
k,QPSK ,∀k
}
,∀n
}
. (28)
The CIM selection for QPSK signaling is described analyt-
ically in Algorithm 4.
The antenna selection for QPSK preserves part of the de-
structive interference, because of the tightening on constructive
interference conditions in (20). We propose a hybrid approach
that nullifies the destructive interference components which
could not be optimized by the presented antenna selection,
while preserving the constructive interference benefits intro-
duced by CIM algorithm. This is obtained through the defi-
nition of a constructive correlation matrix Rφ whose entries
can be analytically described as
ρφ(n, k) =
{
ρn,k if ρn,k ∈ C
0 if ρn,k /∈ C
(29)
Hence, we can define the precoding matrix as [25]
GHY = γHY H˜(H˜
HH˜)−1Rφ (30)
where H˜ indicates the equivalent channel matrix after the
antenna selection and γ
HY
=
√
1/tr
[
RHφ (HH
H)−1Rφ
]
represents the scaling factor [25].
V. SYSTEM COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
One of the effects brought by the use of hundreds of
antennas in M-MIMO systems is a significant increase in
computational costs, even when linear precoding techniques
are involved in the transmission. In this section, we study the
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Fig. 1. Representation of Tcohe in a TDD system.
complexity of precoding and antenna selection techniques of
all the transceiving configurations in terms of floating-point
operations per second (FLOPs), following the analysis in [35],
based on the costs listed in the literature [36]. In particular, we
first present a thorough analysis of linear precoding techniques
costs for systems that do not involve antenna selection, fol-
lowed by a study of the computational burden of the schemes
that involve the antenna selection techniques presented in the
paper.
We consider a TDD scenario [35], [37], where the maximum
number of symbols that can be transmitted when channel
propagation elements in H are constant is defined as coher-
ence time Tcohe. In frequency division duplexing (FDD) M-
MIMO scenarios, the time necessary to acquire channel state
information (CSI) at the transmitter is particularly relevant and
significantly reduces the number of symbols Tdata  Tcohe
dedicated to data transmission [37]. Thanks to our previous
TDD assumption, we can exploit the reciprocity of the channel
and we can define the number of slots used for CSI acquisition
TCSI via direct proportionality to the number of users K,
instead of the array dimension at the base station N . This
leads to the following relationship
Tdata = Tcohe − µK (31)
where µ ≥ 1 is a parameter that defines the number of pilot
symbols used for CSI per user. In addition, when considering a
TDD protocol system, only a fraction ηDL of Tdata is used for
downlink transmission, defining the amount of data symbols
that can be transmitted to the users during a single coherence
time as
TDL = ηDL (Tcohe − TCSI) (32)
and the amount of data symbols that can be transmitted from
the users to the BS as
TUL = (1− ηDL) (Tcohe − TCSI) . (33)
The relationship between Tcohe and TDL is visually repre-
sented in Fig.1. We list the associated costs for each of the
AS schemes discussed in Table I.
A. Precoding
The dominant costs of CI precoding can be identified in the
following steps:
• Compute the correlation matrix R = HHH
• Compute the inverse of R
• Multiply R−1 by H
• Apply the precoding matrix GCI to the data u
The number of operations necessary for each step of the
precoding procedure depends on the matrix size [36]. Ma-
trix inversion is particularly expensive, as its computational
complexity grows exponentially with the size 83K
3, but it is
computed only once per coherence time. At the same time,
the precoding procedure in M-MIMO becomes significant for
the complexity count. In fact, due to the size of the matrices
involved, the costs of the precoding GCIu become particularly
relevant in the final computational count.
In opposition to channel inversion, MF precoding is based
only on the computation of the Hermitian transpose of the
channel matrix and its application to u. As a consequence,
main costs of MF reside in the application of precoding to the
data signal vector u.
B. Antenna Selection
1) SM Antenna Selection: The SM algorithm has low
complexity, since it is characterized by two operations only:
the computation of the antenna path gains, as the diagonal of
the correlation matrix R = HHH , and the identification of
the Ns highest values.
2) CM Antenna Selection: The CM algorithm has a very
high complexity as its key operations are particularly de-
manding. In particular, we need to: compute the matrix B =(
IK + SNR ·HHH
)−1
, select the minimum value of δn and,
finally, update the matrix B. Main costs reside in the iterative
nature of this approach, as it leads to the need to repeat each
of these steps N − Ns times. Since the sizes of the channel
matrix at intermediate stages H¯ change at each iteration of
CM, the computational costs of this technique require the use
of a summation, whose elements are a function of the iteration
number and Ns.
3) MEM Antenna Selection: The MEM algorithm is af-
fected by the highest computational costs as it requires to
compute the eigenvalues of intermediate stages correlation
matrices several times within a single iteration. More specif-
ically, MEM is characterized by N − Ns iterations, each
one characterized by the necessity to compute N − l times
the eigenvalues of H¯HH¯, where l is the iteration step. In
order to evaluate the computational burdens of MEM, we
consider a tridiagonal QR algorithm for the computation of the
eigenvalues, with the assumption that R has been previously
reduced to a tridiagonal form [38].
The costs of this approach are particularly high and pro-
hibitive for M-MIMO.
4) Proposed CIM Antenna Selection: The computational
costs for the CIM algorithm can be identified mainly in the
following steps:
• Compute the antenna cross-correlation matrix Rn =
hHn hn
• Compute the decisional parameter ψn
• Identify maximum values of ψn
A detailed study of the computational burden of the pro-
posed transceiving schemes, within a single Tcohe, is reported
in Table I, along with the total complexity of each of the AS
schemes.
7Full System with CI Full System with MF
R K(2K + 1)(4N − 1) GMF KN
R−1 8
3
K3 GMFu TDL2N(4K − 1)
GCI 4KN(4K − 1) − −
GCIu TDL2N(4K − 1) − −
Total 2(K2 +K)(4N − 1) + 8
3
K3+ Total KN + TDL2N(4K − 1)
4KN(4K − 1) + TDL2N(4K − 1)
SM Ant. Sel. with CI CM Ant. Sel. with CI
HHH N(2N + 1)(4K − 1) B K(2K + 1)(4N − 1) + 2K + 8
3
K3
H˜ N ABAH
N−Ns∑
l=1
[4(N − l)K(4K − 1) + (N − l)[2(N − l) + 1](4K − 1)]
R K(2K + 1)(4Ns − 1) B
N−Ns∑
l=1
[2K(4K − 1) + (4K − 1) + 4K(4K − 1) +K2]
R−1 8
3
K3 H˜
N−Ns∑
l=1
(N − l)
GCI 4KNs(4K − 1) R K(2K + 1)(4Ns − 1)
GCIu TDL2Ns(4K − 1) R−1 83K3
− − GCI 4KNs(4K − 1)
− − GCIu TDL2Ns(4K − 1)
Total (4K − 1)(2N2 +N + 4KNs + 2NsTDL)+ Total
N−Ns∑
l=1
[4(N − l)K(4K − 1) + (N − l)[2(N − l) + 1](4K − 1)] + 16
3
K3
(2K2 +K)(4Ns − 1) + 83K3 +N
N−Ns∑
l=1
[2K(4K − 1) + (4K − 1) + 4K(4K − 1) +K2 + (N − l)] + 2K
(2K2 +K)(4N + 4Ns − 2) + (4K − 1)(4KNs + 2NsTDL)
CIM Ant. Sel. with MF MEM Ant. Sel. with CI
Rn NK(2K + 1) R
N−Ns∑
l=1
K(2K + 1)(4(N − l)− 1)
ψn BPSK: TDLNK(2K − 3) λmin
N−Ns∑
l=1
[K + (N − l)( 64
3
K3 + 4K2)]
QPSK: 2TDLNK(2K − 3) H˜
N−Ns∑
l=1
K
H˜ TDLN R K(2K + 1)(4Ns − 1)
GMFu TDL2Ns(4K − 1) R−1 83K3
− − GCI 4KNs(4K − 1)
− − GCIu TDL2Ns(4K − 1)
Total BPSK: NK(2K + 1) + TDLNK(2K − 3)+ Total
N−Ns∑
l=1
[K(2K + 1)(4(N − l)− 1) + 2K + (N − l)( 64
3
K3 + 4K2)]+
TDLN + TDL2Ns(4K − 1) (2K2 +K)(4Ns − 1) + 83K3 + (4K − 1)(4KNs + 2NsTDL)
TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COSTS OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES IN FLOPS
We omit from Table I the computational studies for the MF
precoding over SM, CEM and MEM selection for the sake
of brevity, since they can be easily obtained by substituting
the R → GCIu steps with the GMFu step of the proposed
scheme.
C. Transceiver Computational Costs Analysis
From Table I we can see that computational costs for
linear precoding in a classical MIMO system would reside
mostly in the identification of the matrix G. In fact, costs
for the application of data precoding in classic multiuser
MIMO are less relevant because of the reduced sizes of the
system. This is not true in M-MIMO, where the number of
antennas is much larger than the number of users, leading to
computational costs for precoding application that are directly
proportional to N . This shows additional benefits of the
antenna selection approach, because costs for precoding are
strongly reduced. At the same time, the proposed antenna
selection is affected by the necessity to repeat the algorithm
for each TDL because it is data dependent. Nonetheless, the
higher costs of data dependent antenna selection over classical
M-MIMO are mitigated by the higher TCSI that characterizes
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Fig. 2. Computational costs as a function of the number of antennas at the
transmitter N for a BPSK modulated system with K = 5, Ns = K.
such systems. It is important to stress that the values shown
in Table I are computed for a single coherence time, while
considering the renew frequency of data dependent operations.
In fact, since precoding and the proposed antenna selection
have to be repeated at a symbol rate, they are characterized by
a TDL factor. On the other hand, the costs of classical antenna
selection algorithms are considered only once per coherence
time, as they compute costly metrics that are dependent on
the channel realization. Consequently, they are characterized
by high and nearly prohibitive computational costs, as shown
in Table I.
The selection metric of the proposed algorithm changes
according to the constellation order used at the transmitter,
leading to different complexities, as presented in Table I.
Nevertheless, as shown in Algorithm 4, we can note that the
difference between the BPSK and QPSK metric is identified
only in the need to compute the interference metric for both the
real and the imaginary part. In addition, the algebraic property
in (24) is independent from the constellation used and its cost
represents an important component of the global burden of the
algorithm, significantly reducing the differences between the
two cases.
The effects described can be observed in Fig. 2, which
shows the computational costs in FLOPs as a function of the
number of antennas at the BS N , when the number of users is
fixed to a specific value of K. In particular, Fig. 2 represents
a fast fading scenario, i.e. Tcohe is shorter than a frame, with
K = 5 users, subset size equal to the number of users Ns = 5
when TDD is characterized by the parameters: Tcohe = 100,
µ = 2 and ηDL = 50%. The values used correspond to
a coherence time tcohe ≈ 7ms when considering current
LTE standards for frame time tf = 10ms and symbol time
ts = 71.4µs [4] with a single carrier transmission scheme.
This assumption is not uncommon in the study of energy
efficient systems, as recent works over large-scale MIMO
systems [39] showed the power efficiency benefits of single-
carrier transmission schemes. More specifically, [39] shows
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system with K = 5, Ns = K.
that multi-carrier OFDM modulation has a very high peak-to-
average ratio, which requires the RF power amplifiers to work
within an operating regime where they have low efficiency.
Toward this end, the use of constant envelope precoding [40]
for massive MIMO system has further showed the energy
efficiency benefits of single carrier communications. In fact,
as shown in [40], single carrier communications with constant
envelope precoding at the transmitter allow the use of power
efficient/non-linear RF components. This can be achieved by
transmitting, from each antenna, signals whose amplitude is
constant and independent from the channel realization. From
Fig.2, we can see that previous selection techniques are char-
acterized by high costs, due to the size of the system, leading
to near overlapping curves for CI and MF. It is interesting
to notice that the proposed technique has always lower costs
than all the other approaches and that the difference in costs
increases as the number of antennas at the BS grows.
Note that the computational costs presented in Fig.2 repre-
sent the overall FLOP count required by the systems described
in the legend, including both the precoding costs and the
antenna selection costs, where applicable. Simple massive
MIMO approaches, CI - No selection and MF - No selection
in the legend, are characterized only by channel inversion
and matched filter precoding costs respectively, as they do
not involve AS algorithms. On the other hand, the compu-
tational burden for antenna selection systems include both
the precoding and the selection algorithm. In fact, antenna
selection systems are identified in the legend according to
the following notation: the first acronym for the precoding
technique considered, while the latter represents the antenna
selection algorithm.
Given the data dependent/interference based nature of CIM
selection, its performances in terms of computational costs
are affected by the length of Tcohe. As we would expect,
computational costs increase as the number of transmitted
symbols per coherence time becomes larger, but with a lower
ratio than the classical MIMO approach with CI. This effect is
9well described in Fig. 3, which shows the computational costs
for different values of Tcohe for both approaches. In this figure
we only show the CIM selection and the full system with CI,
as results in Fig.2 show that AS algorithms of the literature
experience computational burdens that are one or more orders
of magnitude higher than the proposed technique.
Note that the proposed antenna selection algorithm requires
a fast, symbol rate, RF switching. Due to the criticality of
this element, it is important for the RF switching to be
performed with low insertion losses. Toward this end, recent
developments in hardware design show that GaN MMIC based
switches by TriQuint [41] can achieve switching speeds on the
order of ns, while offering promising performances in terms of
insertion losses. In a similar manner, solid-state RF switches
represent a widely used technology in modern communication
systems and are able to provide switching speed inferior to
1µs [42].
In addition, it is important to state that fast symbol-rate
RF switching schemes require time and bandwidth limited
pulses [43] to tackle possible spectral regrowth. This cannot
be realized through conventional shaping filters, such as the
raised-cosine, as they are bandwidth limited and time unlim-
ited. The design of time-limited orthogonal shaping filters was
first introduced for Ultra Wide Band (UWB) systems [44]–
[46], showing that it is possible to achieve pulses which are
limited in time and in frequency. It is important to stress that
the algorithms proposed in [44]–[46] are not UWB-dependent,
as they can be tuned to respect desired time and spectral
constraints, as for the proposed scheme. More specifically, the
authors in [44] present a pulse shaping methodology based on
the Hermite functions, while [45] presents an algorithm based
on the numerical solution of the convolution between pulse and
filter responses. Finally, the study in [46] presents a convex
optimization metric for a DSP based pulse shaping. In addition
to these works, the recent study in [43] presents a thorough
analysis of the performances of different time-limited shaping
filters and applies the design to a multi-antenna system that
employs symbol rate RF switching.
These critical advances have fuelled the interest over single
RF-chains techniques [47], which require symbol rate switch-
ing, as for Spatial Modulation MIMO (SM-MIMO)3 [48],
Space Shift Keying (SSK)4 [43] and electronically steerable
parasitic array (ESPAR)5 communications [49]. These tech-
niques have been successfully implemented in real systems, in
[50] for SM-MIMO and [51] for ESPAR, proving how trans-
mission schemes with similar requirements can offer increased
3In Spatial Modulation MIMO, a single RF chain and an antenna array
are used to simultaneously transmit multiple symbols. The RF chain switches
among the antennas at symbol rate, in order to modulate the information sym-
bols over a PSK/QAM symbol and over the antenna chosen for transmission.
4In SSK transmission, the information bits are mapped over the index of
a single radiating transmit antenna. The system switches at a symbol rate
between the available antennas according to the data to be transmitted, while
all the other antennas radiate no power.
5Over ESPAR MIMO communications, it is possible to transmit multiple
streams over a single RF chain by adaptively exploiting the beam pattern
characteristics of the arrays involved at the transmitter side. In fact, while the
ESPAR antenna explicitly transmits a PSK/QAM symbol, additional symbols
are analogically modulated by the antenna pattern, which is modified by
exploiting the mutual coupling.
values of energy efficiency in modern communication systems.
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CIM AS WITH MF
PRECODING
In order to study the performances achieved by the proposed
technique, we derive the upper bound of the average SINR for
a single user. Following equation (13) we can generalize the
received signal for the k-th user with the proposed technique
as
yk = γMFh
H
(k)g(k)uk + nk (34)
where h(k) and g(k) are used to identify the k-th column of the
matrix H and G respectively and nk is the k-th entry of the
noise vector n. We can generalize equation (34) by combining
the informations in (14) with (18) and (19), leading to the
following definition of received signal
yk = γMF |ρk,k|uk +γMF
∑
i∈C
|ρk,i|ui+γMF
∑
i∈D
|ρk,i|ui+nk.
(35)
Following [25], we can define the received signal-to-
interference and noise ratio (SINR) for the k-th user as
ξk =
γ2
MF
|ρk,k|2 + γ2MF
(∑
i∈C
|ρk,i|
)2
σ2 + γ2
MF
(∑
i∈D
|ρk,i|
)2 . (36)
where the constructive interference that contributes to the
signal power appears at the numerator of the expression and
the destructive component of the interference is added to σ2
at the denominator, since it can be interpreted as an additional
source of noise.
The received SINR is upper bounded by the condition where
DICIk = 0 with an optimal CIM antenna selection at the
transmitter. Accordingly, an SNR upper bound can be derived
as
ξk =
γ2
MF
|ρk,k|2 + γ2MF
(∑
i∈C
|ρk,i|
)2
σ2
(37)
which can be seen as a generalized form of SNR, as the inter-
ference is a constructive parameter. Since we are interested in
the average value of the SINR, we can apply the expectation
over equation (37), leading to
ξ˜k =
E
{
γ2
MF
(
K∑
i=1
|ρk,i|
)2}
σ2
=
E
{
γ2
MF
}
E
{(
K∑
i=1
|ρk,i|
)2}
σ2
.
(38)
In this equation we consider γ
MF
to be data independent,
even though the conditions used to perform the antenna
selection do not support this assumption. This simplification
is often performed and necessary to simplify a closed form
definition of ξ˜k.
In order to derive the expected value of the received
SINR ξ˜k, we need to identify the statistical properties of the
correlation matrix R = HHH and its entries ρk,i. In an
independent Rayleigh fading scenario where the entries of
H are modelled as i.i.d Gaussian variables, the correlation
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matrix R is known to be a Wishart matrix, characterized by
the following distribution function [52]
fR(A) =
pi−K(K−1)/2 det An−K
det Σn
K∏
i=1
(n− i)!
e−Tr[Σ
−1A] (39)
where the matrix Σ is the covariance matrix of the correlation
matrix R.
We can define the absolute value of the entries ρk,i of the
correlation matrix, related to the k-th user, as [53]
|ρk,i| =
√√√√[ Ns∑
j=1
hRk,jh
R
i,j + h
I
k,jh
I
i,j
]2
+
[
Ns∑
j=1
hIk,jh
R
i,j − hRk,jhIi,j
]2
(40)
where hR and hI are used to identify respectively the real and
imaginary part of h. Thanks to the assumption of independent
Rayleigh fading propagation, for hRk,j ∼ CN (0, 1/2) we have
E

Ns∑
j=1
hRk,jh
R
i,j + h
I
k,jh
I
i,j
 = 0,∀j ∈ {1, .., Ns} (41)
var

Ns∑
j=1
hRk,jh
R
i,j + h
I
k,jh
I
i,j
 = 12 ,∀j ∈ {1, .., Ns} (42)
where var {·} is used to identify the variance of the argument.
These equations can be derived from E
{
hRk,jh
R
i,j
}
= 0 and
var
{
hRk,jh
R
i,j
}
= 1/4, thanks to the linearity of E {·} and the
uncorrelation of the entries of H. Hence the variables |ρk,i|
can be distinguished between [53]:
• Rayleigh variables when k 6= i with E {|ρk,i|} =
√
Kpi
2
and E
{|ρk,i|2} = K
• χ-squared variables when k = i with E {|ρk,i|} = K and
E
{|ρk,i|2} = K(K + 1).
In order to complete the study of the upper bound received
SINR of the proposed technique we need to identify the
expected value of the scaling factor E
{
γ2
MF
}
. Following (7)
we have
E
{
γ2
MF
}
= E
{
tr
[
HHH
]−1}
. (43)
As previously stated, the statistical properties of the matrix
HHH lead to [52]
E
{
γ2
MF
}
=
1
NsK
. (44)
Hence, we can evaluate the upper bound of the received
SINR for the k-th user as
ξ˜k =
E
{(
K∑
i=1
|ρk,i|2
)}
+ E
{(∑
j 6=i
|ρk,i||ρk,j |
)}
NsKσ2
(45)
The first and second term on the numerator of (45) can be
rearranged in order to exploit the statistical properties listed
above. In particular, for the first term we have:
E
|ρk,k|2 +∑
i 6=k
|ρk,i|2
 = K(K + 1) + (K − 1)K (46)
and for the second term
E
{∑
j 6=k
|ρk,k||ρk,j |+
∑
j 6=i,i6=k
|ρk,i||ρk,j |
}
= (47)
2(K − 1)K
√
Kpi
2 + (K − 2)(K − 1)Kpi4
which is derived thanks to the independence of the random
variables.
Hence, the equation (45) can be evaluated analytically as
ξ˜k =
K(K + 1) +K(K − 1)(1 +√Kpi + (K − 2)pi/4)
NsKσ2
(48)
A. Symbol Error probability
The previous analysis of the received SINR can be used
to derive a lower bound for the symbol error probability. In
fact, the symbol error probability in a M -PSK modulation is
a function of the received SINR, as expressed in the following
equation [27]:
P =
(
M − 1
M
)1−
(
l ·M
Mpi − pi
)√√√√ sin2 ( piM ) · l
1 + ξ˜ sin2
(
pi
M
)

(49)
where
l =
pi
2
+ tan−1
cot( piM )
√√√√ sin2 ( piM ) · l
1 + ξ˜ sin2
(
pi
M
)
 . (50)
Hence the symbol error probability for a PSK modulation
can be easily computed by substituting in (49) the correct order
modulation for M and the final received SINR derived in (48).
VII. RESULTS
We evaluate the performances obtained by the proposed
antenna selection technique through Monte Carlo simulations
over 50000 channel realizations. We consider a single cell
downlink scenario with perfect channel state information at
the transmitter side, where the BS is equipped with an antenna
array of N = 100 elements and communicates with K = 5
single antenna mobile users. Since we assume a single cell
downlink transmission scenario where N  K [30], we
choose a subset size Ns equal to the number of users K. In
our simulations we use both BPSK and QPSK modulations.
All the schemes described in the figures are characterized
by a combination of precoding and antenna selection at the
transmitter, with the exception of simple massive MIMO
approaches used as performance references. Legends have
been conventionally defined to first declare the precoding used:
CI and MF for channel inversion and matched filter precoding
respectively and HY to identify the hybrid approach for QPSK
modulations. Finally, selection techniques are identified as
follows: No AS when the BS uses all the available antennas
(i.e. to identify the classical massive MIMO approaches), CIM
to identify the proposed selection technique, SM when the
subset is defined according to the SNR maximization criterion,
11
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Fig. 4. SER as a function of the transmitted SNR for BPSK modulation when
N = 100, K = 5 and Ns = 5.
CM for the capacity maximization and MEM for the minimum
eigenvalue maximization selection.
Fig.4 and Fig. 5 show the symbol error rate (SER) per-
formances as a function of the SNR = 1/σ2 for all the
configurations described, with BPSK and QPSK signaling
respectively. Performances in terms of SER for both cases are
higher when no antenna selection at the transmitter is involved,
but they are achieved thanks to a higher hardware complexity,
as previously shown. All previous antenna selection techniques
with MF are characterized by strong losses in performances
when Ns equals the number of users.
It is interesting to notice how in Fig.4, SM selection is
characterized by strong losses even with CI precoding at
the transmitter. Always in Fig.4, we can see that MEM and
CM approaches with CI achieve good performances as the
SNR grows, but at the expenses of high computational costs,
nearly prohibitive for practical systems. On the other hand, the
proposed scheme, CIM with MF, shows only minor losses in
performances when compared to the full system with both CI
and MF, while using only K of the N antennas available at
the transmitter.
Fig.5 shows the performances of the proposed AS algorithm
for a QPSK modulated scenario when the antenna subset
Ns = 10 and K = 5. The performances achieved by
the proposed scheme for QPSK are identified by the curve
that corresponds to HY-CIM in the legend. As we can see,
the proposed scheme follows similar performances to the
previous and prohibitive antenna selection techniques of the
literature, showing a positive trade-off between complexity
and performance. It is pivotal to highlight that the showed
performances for HY-CIM are achieved with significantly
lower computational costs than CM or MEM, for both MF
and CI cases. In addition, we can see that previous antenna
selection systems that employ MF are affected by error floors.
This behavior, distinctive for matched filter precoding and
here kept for the sake of completeness, is caused by the
inability of previous antenna selection techniques to optimize
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Fig. 5. SER as a function of the transmitted SNR for QPSK modulation when
N = 100, K = 5 and Ns = 10.
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Fig. 6. SER as a function of the transmitted SNR for BPSK modulation when
N = 100, K = 5 and Ns = 5 with imperfect CSI at the transmitter α = 10.
the destructive effect of interference.
In Fig.6 we further characterize the proposed scheme when
imperfect CSI is considered at the base station. During antenna
selection and precoding, we consider the BS to be aware of an
estimated channel matrix, defined analytically as follows [54]
Ĥ = H + E (51)
where E ∼ CN (0, β) is the error matrix, statistically indepen-
dent from H, and β = αSNR = α · σ2 is the variance of the
estimation error for a TDD system, with α being an inverse
proportionality coefficient [54]. Fig.6 shows that for a system
with α = 10, the performances of the proposed technique are
affected by the errors in the channel estimation. However, it
is fundamental to highlight how the performance trend of the
proposed scheme follows the one of a system when perfect
CSI is available at the transmitter.
In order to better illustrate the benefits brought by the
proposed scheme and the performance-complexity trade-off,
12
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Fig. 7. Power efficiency over throughput as a function of the transmitted SNR
for BPSK modulation when N = 100, K = 5 and Ns = 5.
we introduce a parameter which combines SER with the power
requirements at the transmitter. We define the power efficiency
over throughput ηT as follows [55]
ηT =
T
Pamp +Ns · PRF +Nops · Pfpga (52)
where T = (1−BLER) ·m ·K is the throughput, BLER is
the block error rate, m = 1 for BPSK and m = 2 for QPSK,
Pamp [W ] is the power required by the amplifier, PRF [W ]
is the power consumption of a single RF chain, characterized
by digital-analog converter, mixer and filter, Nops[KFLOPs]
identifies the complexity burden of the analyzed technique in
terms of 103 floating point operations, based on the complexity
values computed in Table I, and Pfpga [W/KFLOPs] is the
power consumption per operation of the field-programmable
gate array (FPGA). We model the values necessary to compute
(52) from practical systems [55], [56], where Pamp = Pt/ν is
defined as the power required by an amplifier with ν = 0.35
efficiency in order to have a transmitted power Pt = 30dBm,
PRF = 65.9mW and Pfpga = 5.76mW/KFLOPs.
Fig.7 describes the results in terms of power efficiency over
throughput for a BPSK scenario, showing that the proposed
approach is characterized by higher values of efficiency than
all the other techniques, including the system without selection
for both CI and MF precoding. The higher power efficiency
of MF-CIM is supported by the lower hardware complexity it
requires, with reduced values of power at the denominator in
(52), in order to achieve similar performances. In addition to
the computational savings, the proposed approach with CIM
antenna selection is able to achieve the showed performances
with only 5% of the RF power required at the transmitter
by the full system, when no antenna selection is involved.
On the other hand, we can see that previous AS algorithms
are characterized by very low power efficiency because of the
high computational burdens they are affected by. In fact, the
increased power consumed by the FPGA is high enough to
overcome the RF power savings.
Figure 8 presents the power efficiency as a function of
TDL
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Fig. 9. Power efficiency over throughput as a function of the subset size Ns
when SNR = 0dB, N = 100 and K = 5.
the number of single carrier symbols during the downlink
TDL when SNR = 10dB. As we can see from Fig.8, the
proposed technique MF-CIM maintains higher performances
than the other approaches for increasing values of TDL. The
performance gap between MF-CIM and the systems without
antenna selection reduces as TDL grows, however it is impor-
tant to note that the proposed scheme keeps outperforming the
classical MIMO approach until TDL ≈ 1000. These values
of TDL correspond to an OFDM modulated scenario with
coherence time of 10 OFDM symbols with 256 sub-carriers.6
In order to identify the subset size that optimizes the trade-
off between complexity and performances, we evaluate the
power efficiency as a function of Ns. As shown in Fig.9,
6In fact, if we consider a Tcohe = 10 OFDM symbols and TCSI = 2
OFDM symbols, we would have a TDL = 4 OFDM symbols (TDL = 4∗256
sub-carriers roughly corresponds to TDL = 1000 symbols). These values are
often used when analyzing massive MIMO systems, as in the work by [37]
where a coherence time with Tcohe = 7 OFDM symbols is considered.
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Ns = K proves to be a near optimal choice, as the CIM-MF
curve presents a peak around Ns = 6/7. Since the difference
in terms of efficiency between Ns = K = 5 and Ns = 7
is negligible, for our studies, we decided to consider the
simple case where one transmit antenna is assigned per each
user. In addition, it is interesting to notice how the power
efficiency of the full system is higher than all the previous
antenna selection algorithms presented in this paper, with the
exception of SM, independently from the choice of Ns. We can
once more justify this phenomenon by the high computational
costs of MEM and CM algorithms, whose power consumptions
overcome the savings introduced by the use of a limited set of
RF chains. To this end, Fig. 10 shows the power consumption
of all the transmission schemes presented in the paper. Circuit
power values required by CM and MEM are characterized by
very high consumptions, rapidly increasing towards the KW
scale. On the other hand, the proposed technique shows low
power consumption values which lie below the full system
approaches, requiring ∼ 6.2W less than the MF without
selection for the case studied by our simulations, i.e. when
N = 100, K = 5 and Ns = 5.
Fig.11 is presented to clarify the benefits introduced by the
proposed technique by showing the power savings ζ = P/PCI
over a M-MIMO system that involves CI, where P represents
the power consumption of the studied technique and PCI is
used to identify the power required by the full system with
CI. For the sake of simplicity we consider the same scenario,
where K = 5, Ns = 5 and the RF chains power values are
modeled as in (52). From Fig.11 it is clear that the proposed
technique MF-CIM is less affected by the increased number
of antennas at the transmitter because of the low complexity
of the selection technique, since ζ decreases significantly as
we increase N . In particular, we can notice a power saving of
ζ = 0.38 for the scenario used in our simulations, where N =
100, K = 5 and Ns = 5 with BPSK transmission, meaning
that the performances are achieved with ∼ 62% less power.
At the same time, we can see how the other low-complexity
approach SM is characterized by increasing levels of power
consumption at the base station, since the curves for both MF
and CI present values that grow towards the equal consumption
ζ = 1 threshold as the array size at the BS N increases.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proved that antenna selection and con-
structive inter channel interference concepts can be jointly
used to improve power efficiency performances of modern M-
MIMO systems. We showed through analytical and numerical
studies that we can optimize constructive interference at the
receiver side by efficiently identifying a subset of antennas
at the BS. We evaluated performances in terms of symbol
error rate and a novel power efficiency metric, which combines
throughput and power requirements to analyze the trade-offs
introduced by the proposed scheme. We further characterized
the presented system by confirming the numerical results
through the derivation of a closed form expression of the
SER, when received SINR is considered equal to its analytical
upper-bound.
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